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By car:
The office is located in the new quarter “Rheinauhafen”
in downtown Cologne and can be reached via the
motorways leading into Cologne, following the signs for
the city center (“Innenstadt”). Please enter “Am
Bayenturm” as destination in your navigation system
(GPS details: longitude 6°58’00’’ latitude 50°55’23’’).
A3 – up to the motorway intersection “Köln-Ost”, exit
“Köln-Zentrum”. From the “Zoobrücke” take exit
“Rheinuferstraße/Zentrum”. At the traffic light take the
middle lane and turn right onto the “Rheinuferstraße”.
Please follow the course of the road – direction “Köln
Süd” - for about 4 km. You will find our offices shortly
before the crossroads “Rheinuferstraße/Ubierring” on the
left side (next to the “Bayenturm”).

Description in detail:

A4 – up to the motorway “Köln-Süd”, exit
“Rodenkirchen/Anschlussstelle Verteilerkreis Süd”. In the
traffic circle stay right and drive towards “Rheinufer”
(“Militärringstraße”). Follow the road bending left along
the river Rhine (street names change several times). You
will find our offices shortly after the crossroad
“Rheinuferstraße/Ubierring” on the right side (next to the
“Bayenturm”).
Parking:
Please use the direct entrance to the public underground
parking in our building and park your car in the orange or
yellow area. Please use the staircase No. 7.01
(Elisabeth-Treskow-Platz) in the orange area or 6.05
(Bayenturm) in the yellow area to street level.
By taxi or by underground:
Our offices can be conveniently reached by taxi (5
minutes) from Cologne main station. Taxis are allowed
to enter the pedestrian area to our office via the
entrance "Hafenamt". Alternatively, you can take the
underground line 16 from Cologne main station (20
minutes), direction Bonn, until the station “Ubierring”.
When crossing the street “Rheinuferstraße Am
Bayenturm" at the pedestrian light you will see our new
offices.
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